26-28th April 2021, Virtual
Info for attendees
http://eurosys2021.org/guide
Dear EuroSys’21 attendees,
We look forward to seeing you at the 16th edition of EuroSys taking place virtually from
26-28th April, 2021.
We have compiled important information for your participation.
1. Registration: Register for the conference to access our online tools.
2. Technical program: Visit the technical program to see the schedule of the
conference and eight co-located workshops.
3. Digital proceedings: You can find the accepted conference papers in this archive
(use the download button in the top right, the archive’s password is: eurosys21).
Online proceedings: http://eurosys2021.org/proceedings
4. Schedule: We are using Sched for managing the schedule. You can log into the
EuroSys Sched page to build your own customized agenda.
5. Slack: Be sure to join the EuroSys’21 Slack workspace (invitation sent to your
registered email) to participate in session Q&A and networking opportunities. Please
see Sched to find designated Slack channels.
(Links to conference talk videos will be available on the designated Slack channels
and Sched from 22nd April.)
6. Hallway track: To facilitate interaction between attendees, we’re organizing hallway
chats. Create a hallway chat at a preferred time using a Google form. All entries are
then displayed sorted by starting time in a spreadsheet. You may select among
common time zones in the spreadsheet.

7. Artifacts: EuroSys’21 is the first edition of the EuroSys conference to include Artifact
Evaluation. You can find the accepted artifacts on this page.
8. Awards: EuroSys awards will be presented in the following two sessions: (a)
welcome ceremony, and (b) general assembly.
9. Ask Me Anything (AMA): We are organizing AMA sessions to facilitate community
building, where we are hosting five prominent systems researchers.
10. Live video streaming (Zoom & YouTube): Links to live Zoom video streams will
appear at the top of the Sched interface of each session/workshop entry. To get the
Zoom link of a session, you need to participate in the session in Sched.
The streaming button will become active 10 minutes before the start of the session
and will be available only to those registered for the session. Zoom will be configured
in “webinar mode” and Q&A will take place on Slack via dedicated channels. In
addition, we will be live streaming the main conference channel on the ACM YouTube
account: workshop day (AMA sessions only), conference day 1, conference day 2.
11. Recorded talks (YouTube): Pre-recorded talk videos for the main conference and
workshops will be available on the EuroSys’21 YouTube page. These videos will also
be linked in the designated slack channel and Sched.
12. General assembly: As part of the EuroSys chapter, we are organizing EuroSys
general assembly (agenda).
13. ACM CARES: EuroSys follows a strict code of conduct:
http://eurosys2021.org/conduct. Please report any misconduct to
organizers-2021@eurosys.org or ACM CARES office hours (daily 3:30-4:30pm BST).
14. Sponsors: Finally, we would like to thank our sponsors.

Contact: Please don’t hesitate to contact us on the #volunteers Slack channel (preferred) or
email for any questions/suggestions.
Lastly, EuroSys‘21 attendance is free of charge, so please encourage your colleagues to
register and attend!
Sincerely,
EuroSys’21 Organization Committee
organizers-2021@eurosys.org

